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STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR GRANTING REVIEW 

 
Wisconsin Statute 809.62(1r)(c) states this Court can review an 

issue if it will help develop, clarify or harmonize the law, and the case 

calls for the application of a new doctrine rather than merely the 

application of well-settled principles to the factual situation; or the 

question presented is a novel one the resolution of which will have 

statewide impact; or the question presented is not factual in nature but 

rather is a question of law of the type that is likely to recur unless 

resolved by the supreme court.  Wis. Stat. 809.62(1r)(c). 

 

 The issues presented regards whether the officer properly had 

the defendant exit the vehicle to conduct the search.  The trial court 

determined there was reasonable suspicion to do so, and the court of 

appeals determined the officer did not prolong the traffic stop since 

the search was within the mission of the stop.  A decision from the 

Supreme Court on these issues will help develop, clarify and 

harmonize the law on when an officer may order a driver out of the 

vehicle upon a traffic stop.  Provided here is a case that calls for new 

doctrine, a question which will have statewide impact, and a question 

of law that is likely to recur unless resolved by this Court.  

 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE/FACTS 

 

On November 15, 2013, the State filed an Information. (9:1). 

The count, possession with intent to deliver cocaine (<=5G), contrary 

to Wis. Stat. 961.41(1m)cm)1r, carried a maximum penalty of 12 

years and six months incarceration; however, because he was also 

charged as a repeater and as a second and subsequent offense, 

contrary to Wis. Stat. 939.62(1)(b) and 961.48(1)(b), the maximum 

penalty could be increased by not more than eight years. (9:1).  

 

On June 16, 2016, Brown filed a motion to suppress evidence. 

(33:1). In doing so, he argued the police improperly prolonged the 

traffic stop beyond the purpose of the initial stop, and thus all 

evidence derived thereafter should be suppressed. (33:1-5; App. 101- 

105).  

 

The court thus held a hearing addressing such. At the hearing, 

the officer testified at 2:44 a.m., on August 23, 2013, the officer 

noticed a vehicle driving out of a cul-de-sac containing businesses 

which were closed. (64:10; App. 115). The vehicle then pulled onto a 

main road. (64:10; App. 115). The officer ran a check on the vehicle 
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which indicated it was a rental vehicle – which the officer testified 

“people that traffic drugs often use rental cars”. (64:10-11, 19; App. 

115-116, 124). The officer followed the vehicle and eventually pulled 

over the vehicle for failing to make a complete stop at a stop sign. 

(64:5; App. 110). Upon conducting the traffic stop, the officer noticed 

Brown did not have his seatbelt on. (64:12; App. 117). The officer 

asked Brown where Brown came from and where Brown was going, 

and Brown indicated he was coming from “Speedway”, and he was 

going to a friend’s house. (64:12; App. 117). The officer believed 

Brown was lying because the officer saw Brown pull out of the cul-

de-sac that did not contain a “Speedway”.1 (64:12; App. 117). The 

officer then obtained Brown’s driver license, went back to the 

officer’s vehicle, wrote out a seatbelt violation, and checked if there 

was a canine on duty – which there was not. (64:17; App. 122). The 

officer also ran a check on Brown, which came back that Brown was 

from Milwaukee and had a prior record involving drugs, and the 

officer testified that Milwaukee is a source city for drugs. (64:17-19; 

App. 122-124). The officer noted there were no factors to lead Brown 

had any guns. (64:29; App. 134). The officer then went came back to 

Brown’s vehicle. (64:17; App. 122). At that time, the officer did not 

see drugs, did not smell drugs, and did not see any signs of drug use; 

nonetheless, the officer had Brown step out of the vehicle. (64:17-18, 

29, 38-39; App. 122-123, 134, 43-144). Brown testified in doing so, 

the officer opened Brown’s door in making the request to step outside 

the vehicle. (64:47; App. 152). The officer testified, at this point, the 

officer had Brown walk to the officer’s vehicle. (64:17- 18; App. 122-

123). In doing so, Brown testified the officer had Brown place his 

hands behind his back “like they were handcuffed”. (64:48; App.153). 

Upon arriving by the officer’s vehicle, the officer testified he asked 

Brown if he could search him, it was disputed whether Brown gave 

permission, and the officer searched Brown and found the drugs that 

resulted in the charge. (64:17-18, 29, 38-39, 49; App. 122-123, 134, 

143-144, 154). The officer noted the officer’s emergency lights were 

on during the entire transaction, that he probably did not give Brown 

his driver’s license back or seatbelt violation at the time Brown was 

searched, and that Brown was never told he was free to go. (64:34, 

39-40, 66; App. 139, 144-145, 171).  

 

                                                 
1 Brown testified he turned into the dead end to turn around and change 

directions”. (64:45; App. 150). 
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After hearing the evidence, the court rendered its ruling. In 

doing so, it stated the there was reasonable suspicion to extend the 

traffic stop.  (64:65-72; App. 170-177). 

 

Afterwards, Brown accepted a universal plea deal. (65:2). 

Pursuant to its terms, Brown agreed to enter guilty to the sole count in 

exchange for the enhancers being dismissed. (65:2). Further, on Case 

15CF82, Brown agreed to enter guilty pleas to the two counts in 

exchange for the enhancers being dismissed. (65:2-3). As for 

disposition, the State agreed it would not recommend a total sentence 

consisting of more than five years initial confinement. (65:3). At 

sentencing, the court imposed the following sentences: on case 

13CF428, two years of initial confinement followed by two years 

extended supervision; on case 15CF82, count one, three years initial 

confinement followed by three years extended supervision – 

consecutive to Case 13CF428; and, on case 15CF82, count two, three 

years initial confinement followed by three years extended 

supervision – consecutive to Case 13CF428, but concurrent to count 

one in Case 15CF82. (65:27).  

 

Brown subsequently took his case to the court of appeals. 

(53:1). The court of appeals, however, affirmed the trial court’s 

decision because it believed “we need not determine whether 

reasonable suspicion supported the requests to exit the car and for 

consent to search during the lawful traffic stop” since previous State 

and Federal Case law “clearly establish that the requests were part of 

the mission of traffic stop, and thus were not an extension of the 

stop.”  (Court of Appeal Opinion and Order Dated June 5, 2019 at 6).  

As a result, the defendant petitioned this Court to review this matter. 

 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

 

This court reviews a denial of a motion to suppress by first 

upholding the circuit court’s findings of fact “unless they are against 

the great weight and clear preponderance of the evidence.” State v. 

Jackson, 147 Wis.2d 824, 829, 434 N.W.2d 386 (1989). However, the 

application of constitutional principles to the facts as found is a 

question of law that is reviewed de novo. State v. Patricia A.P., 195 

Wis.2d 855, 862, 537 N.W.2d 47 (Ct. App. 1995). 
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ARGUMENT 

 

I. Supreme Court review is warranted to help develop, clarify, 

or harmonize the law so that lower courts know when an 

officer has the requisite level of reasonable suspicion to 

extend the detention beyond issuing a seat belt citation.  

 

Here, the circuit court determined the officer had sufficient 

reason to conduct the traffic stop due to the officer observing Brown 

roll through a stop sign. (64:5). Brown does not dispute such. Further, 

the circuit court determined Brown was still seized at the time the 

officer asked Brown to search his person. (64:59). This issue is also 

not disputed by Brown.2 Furthermore, case law indicates a defendant 

cannot consent to a search or seizure if he is illegally seized. State v. 

Jones, 2005 WI App 26, P9, 278 Wis.2d 774, 693 N.W.2d 104. 

Considering the above, the issue presented to the trial and appellate 

court was solely whether the officer could legally extend the seizure 

beyond the purpose of the initial stop.  

 

Case law indicates a police officer may stop a vehicle that the 

officer reasonably believes has violated a law. State v. Betow, 226 

Wis.2d 90, 93, 593 N.W.2d 499 (1999). Upon conducting the traffic 

stop, the officer may ask questions reasonably related to the nature of 

the stop. Id. If during the investigatory detention, an officer becomes 

aware of facts sufficient to give rise to a reasonable suspicion that the 

person has committed or is committing a distinct offense, the purpose 

of the stop may expand and the length of the stop may be properly 

extended to investigate the new suspicion. State v. Colstad, 2003 WI 

App 25, P11-13, 260 Wis.2d 406, 659 N.W.2d 394. In such case, the 

new investigation on the distinct offense is tested under the same 

criteria as the initial stop. State v. Betow, 226 Wis.2d 90 at 95. In 

determining whether reasonable suspicion exits, the court considers 

the totality of the circumstances. State v. Williams, 2001 WI 21, P22, 

241 Wis.2d 631, 623 N.W.2d 106.  

 

                                                 
2 Notably, previous courts have determined that the fact that an officer did not 

provide an individual his or her ticket or license back is a key factor in determining 

whether the person is still seized; further, even a temporary detention of an 

individual during a traffic stop, even if only for a brief period of time and for a 

limited purpose, is considered a seizure. State v. Malone, 2004 WI 108, P24, 274 

Wis.2d 540, 683 N.W.2d 1; State v. Luebeck, 2006 WI App 87, P16, 292 Wis.2d 

748, 715 N.W.2d 639. 
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Here, the trial court indicated it felt the facts were awfully 

close to an improper seizure. (64:71; App. 176). Ultimately, however, 

the following evidence was enough to tip the pendulum for the trial 

court: 1) the officer noticed Brown driving out of a cul-de-sac late at 

night – which is a place the officer indicated a person could sell drugs; 

2) the officer knew Brown had a history of drugs; 3) the officer 

learned Brown was from Milwaukee –which the officer indicated was 

a source city for drugs; 4) the officer learned Brown was driving a 

rental vehicle – which the officer indicated was used by people 

transporting drugs; and, 5) the officer did not believe Brown since 

Brown said Brown was coming from a “Speedway” even though the 

officer saw Brown come from a cul-de-sac which did not contain a 

“Speedway”. (64:19, 69; App. 124, 174).  

 

 In reviewing the factors the trial court relied on, there does not 

appear more than a hunch that drug activity was afoot. First, as for the 

officer seeing Brown pulling out of a cul-de-sac with closed 

businesses late at night, this fact should add little to nothing to any 

analysis that drug activity just occurred. Perhaps suspicions of 

burglary activity, but not drug activity. Furthermore, the fact that 

Brown was pulling out of a dark area should have no impact. In State 

v. Betow, this court stated “The State has not referred us to any case 

that stands for the proposition that drugs are more likely to be present 

in a car at night than at any other time of day”, and Brown believes 

such is still true today. State v. Betow, 226 Wis.2d 90, 96, 593 

N.W.2d 499 (Ct. App. 1999).  

 

Second, the fifth factor should have little to no weight in 

determining Brown possessed drugs. Here, the officer testified he saw 

Brown pull out of a cull-de-sac that did not contain a “Speedway”, 

and then turn onto Johnson Street. (64:31; 63:6). At that time, the 

officer could see Brown was “continuously looking at him in the rear 

view mirror” and thus “aware” the officer was following him. (63:6). 

Eventually, when the officer pulled Brown over and asked where 

Brown was directly coming from, Brown responded he was coming 

from “Speedway” - even though the officer could tell “Speedway” 

was not in the cul-de-sac that Brown pulled out of. (64:31, 69). In 

response, a reasonable person would conclude Brown meant he came 

from “Speedway” and perhaps turned around in the cul-de-sac or 

briefly 9 stopped in the cul-de-sac. It is unreasonable to conclude 

anything else. Consequently, such statement appears to shed little to 

no light on whether Brown was dealing drugs.  
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Third, we are left with three other facts: 1) the officer knew 

Brown had a prior drug record; 2) the officer knew Brown was 

driving a rental vehicle - which is sometimes used by drug dealers; 

and, 3) the officer knew Brown was from Milwaukee – a source city 

for drugs. (64:69). If this was the mere criteria an officer needed, a 

convicted drug offender would have little rights on the street. This 

seems contrary to prior case law “even convicted felons, have a right 

to walk down a street without being subjected to unjustified police 

stops. State v. Washington, 2005 WI App 123, P17, 284 Wis.2d 456, 

700 N.W.2d 305. Considering the circumstances, it does not appear 

the officer had reasonable suspicion.  

 

Considering the trial court’s decision, it is clear Supreme Court 

review would help develop, clarify, or harmonize the law.  In State v. 

Gammons, the officer detained the defendant for drug activity based 

on the following:  

 
[T]he vehicle was stopped in a “drug-related” or “drug crime” area; it was 

10:00 p.m.; the vehicle was from Illinois; Fahrney had knowledge of prior 

drug activity by each of the three men in the vehicle and Gammons 

appeared be nervous and uneasy;  

 

State v. Gammons, 2001 WI App36, P21, 241 Wis.2d 296, 625 

N.W.2d 623. In reaching its conclusion, the court cited a previous 

case:  

 
Again, a comparison to Betow is helpful. In Betow, the State argued that 

similar circumstances supported the existence of reasonable suspicion, and 

we disagreed. Betow, 226 Wis.2d at 95-98, 593 N.W.2d 499. The State 

pointed to the following facts, arguing they formed the basis for a 

reasonable suspicion; the defendant’s wallet had a picture of a mushroom 

on it, which the State argued indicted drug activity; the defendant was 

stopped late at night; the defendant appeared to be nervous; the defendant 

was returning to Appleton from Madison, a city the State claimed was well 

known for its drug traffic; and the defendant’s story about what he had 

been doing in Madison seemed implausible to the police officer. Id. at 95-

97, 593 N.W.2d 499. We concluded that, under those circumstances, the 

officer could not have formed a reasonable suspicion of drug activity 

justifying further detention of the defendant for a drug investigation. Id. at 

98, 593 N.W.2d 499. 

 

Id. at P22. It then concluded the officer did not have reasonable 

suspicion to further detain the defendant, and it ruled any further 

evidence gathered should be suppressed. Id. at 24.  
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Considering the above, it appears Gammons would also 

support the fact the officer in Brown’s situation did not have 

reasonable suspicion to further detain Brown for a drug investigation. 

In Gammons, the vehicle was stopped in a drug crime area; here, that 

was not the case. In both cases it was late at night – but as alluded to 

earlier – that means little to nothing. In one case, a vehicle was from 

Illinois, and another case the driver was from Milwaukee. In both 

cases, the officer had knowledge of prior drug history – although in 

Gammons – the officer personally knew of drug activity in that 

particular area. In Gammons, the defendant appeared to be nervous 

and uneasy, while here, the officer unreasonably believed Brown was 

not telling the truth that he came from a “Speedway”.  

 

As a result, it appears some light on this issue would be helpful 

so lower courts understand when an officer has the requisite level of 

reasonable suspicion to extend the detention beyond issuing a seat belt 

citation.  Consequently, a review of this issue would help develop, 

clarify, or harmonize the law.   

 

II. Supreme Court review is warranted to help develop, clarify, 

or harmonize the law so that lower courts know when an 

officer improperly prolongs a traffic stop. 

 

On Appeal, the Appellate Court had the opportunity to review 

the issue whether the officer lacked reasonable suspicion to extend the 

traffic stop.  In doing so, it affirmed the trial court’s decision: 

 
A law enforcement officer may temporarily detain individuals and perform 

an investigatory stop of a vehicle based on reasonable suspicion of a 

noncriminal traffic violation. Floyd, 377 Wis. 2d 394, ¶20. The “tolerable 

duration of police inquiries in the traffic-stop context is determined by the 

seizure’s ‘mission’—to address the traffic violation that warranted the stop 

and attend to related safety concerns.” Wright, 2019 WI 45, ¶23 (citation 

omitted). The purpose of such a stop includes “addressing the traffic 

violation that warranted the stop,” “conducting the ordinary inquiries 

incident to the stop,” and “taking negligibly burdensome precautions to 

ensure officer safety.” Id., at ¶24; State v. Smith, 2018 WI 2, ¶¶10, 15, 379 

Wis. 2d 86, 905 N.W.2d 353. “Authority for the seizure ends when these 

tasks are, or reasonably should have been, completed.” Wright, 2019 WI 

45, ¶24. 

 
Deering’s request that Brown exit the vehicle was plainly within the stop’s 

mission. “Because traffic stops are ‘especially fraught with danger to 

police officers,” “an officer may need to take certain negligibly 

burdensome precautions in order to complete his mission safely,” 

including ordering the driver and passengers out of the car for the duration 
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of the stop. Id., ¶25 (quoting Arizona v. Johnson, 555 U.S. 323, 330 (2009) 

and Rodriguez v. United States, 135 S. Ct. 1609, 1616 (2015)) (officer’s 

safety interest stems from the mission of the stop itself); see also 

Pennsylvania v. Mimms, 434 U.S. 106, 110-11 & n.6 (1977) (per curiam) 

(“[O]nce a motor vehicle has been lawfully detained for a traffic violation, 

the police officers may order the driver to get out of the vehicle without 

violating the Fourth Amendment[]” because the “legitimate and weighty” 

interest in officer safety outweighs the “de minimis” additional intrusion). 

 

Deering’s asking of Brown if he would consent to a search also fell within 

the mission of the traffic stop. See Wright, 2019 WI 45, ¶26 (questions 

related to officer safety are part of the traffic stop’s mission). Queries 

about the possession of weapons and for consent to frisk, if made 

reasonably and without unnecessary delay, remain within the scope of the 

original traffic stop mission. Floyd, 377 Wis. 2d 394, ¶28. 

 

In Floyd, the Wisconsin Supreme Court concluded that asking the driver if 

he had any weapons and asking for permission to frisk him, which he 

granted, were part of the original traffic stop mission. Id. The inherent 

danger of traffic stops makes officer safety “an integral part of every 

traffic stop’s mission” and permits the taking of “negligibly burdensome 

precautions” by the officer. Id., ¶¶26-27 (citation omitted). The request to 

search for weapons did not unlawfully extend the stop. Id., ¶¶26-28; see 

also Wright, 2019 WI 45, ¶¶32-34 (discussing the officer’s request to 

search for his safety in Floyd). 

 

Before he returned to Brown’s vehicle, Deering was aware of Brown’s 

many drug-related arrests and convictions for possession with intent to 

deliver cocaine and armed robbery. It was 2:44 a.m.; the vehicle was 

coming from a dead-end road of closed businesses; the vehicle was a 

rental; Brown falsely claimed that he was coming from a gas station; and 

he claimed he drove from Milwaukee to Fond du Lac to visit his girlfriend, 

although he did not know her last name or precise address. While Deering 

testified that he was focused on a search for both weapons and drugs, it is 

the objective conduct of the officer we analyze for reasonableness; an 

officer’s subjective intent or hope to uncover unrelated criminal conduct is 

irrelevant unless it manifests objectively. See Whren v. United States, 517 

U.S. 806, 813 (1996). The request to search encompassed a search for both 

weapons and drugs. 

 

The totality of the facts relating to Brown’s behavior and his criminal past 

added to the safety hazard inherent in all traffic stops and thus supported 

the request for consent to search. See State v. Richardson, 156 Wis. 2d 

128, 144, 456 N.W.2d 830 (1990) (drugs and guns often go hand in hand). 

The request to search was asked shortly after the stop was initiated. 

Although it was made near the end, the stop was not completed and the 

request was negligibly burdensome. The request did not constitutionally 

invalidate Brown’s consent.4 See Floyd, 377 Wis. 2d 394, ¶32 

(“Requesting permission to search a person who has been lawfully seized 

does not invalidate the person’s consent.”). That Deering was about to 
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complete the stop does not alter our analysis, as risks remained while 

Deering returned to his vehicle. 

 

(Court of Appeals Decision Dated and Filed June 5, 2019:6-9). 

 

 Considering the court of appeals decision and reasoning, it is 

clear Supreme Court review would help develop, clarify, or 

harmonize the law.  Here, the court of appeals is applying this Court’s 

previous rules that law enforcement may detain individuals so long as 

the duration of the stop is within the seizure’s ‘mission’, and the 

‘mission’ includes “addressing the traffic violation that warranted the 

stop”, “conducting the ordinary inquiries incident to the stop,’ and 

“taking negligibly burdensome precautions to ensure officer safety.”  

(Court of Appeals Decision Dated and Filed June 5, 2019:6-7).  

Consequently, here, the court of appeals determined it was within the 

stop’s mission to have Brown exit the vehicle, and to ask Brown if he 

would consent to a search of himself – since it would ensure officer 

safety.  (Court of Appeals Decision Dated and Filed June 5, 2019:7). 

 

 As a result, it appears the court of appeals is interpreting this 

Court’s decisions in State v. Wright and State v. Floyd to suggest, in 

all traffic stops, an officer may always order a driver out of the 

vehicle.  (Court of Appeals Decision Dated and Filed June 5, 2019:7-

9). In reviewing Floyd, this Court was faced with a situation where an 

officer asked the driver to step outside the vehicle to explain the 

citation and to search the individual incident to the explanation.  State 

v. Floyd, 2017 WI 78, P5, 377 Wis.2d 394, 898 N.W.2d 560. There, 

the Court determined the officer’s conduct was appropriate since the 

duration of the purpose of the stop had not stopped since the officer 

still needed to explain the citation.  Id. at P25-27.  Thus, it appears 

this Court was suggesting in some situations, such as when an officer 

needs to explain a citation, an officer may ask the defendant to step 

outside the vehicle.  In Brown’s case, however, the officer had the 

defendant exit the vehicle simply to search him for an unrelated issue. 

 

Then, in State v. Wright, an officer asked a few questions to a 

defendant whether he had a CCW permit and then the officer ran a 

check on the defendant’s CCW permit concurrent with a check on the 

defendant’s license.  State v. Wright, 2019 WI 45, P45-49, 386 Wis.2d 

495, 926 N.W.2d 157.  The Court, here, determined the officer’s 

conduct was appropriate since it did not measurably extend the stop. 

Id. Thus, it appears this Court was suggesting in some situations, such 

as when the amount of time was minimal, the officer may address 
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unrelated information.  In Brown’s case, however, the mission of the 

stop had been completed, yet the officer had the defendant step 

outside the vehicle, address questions, and do a search – all so the 

officer could investigate an unrelated issue. 

 

 Considering the above, it appears some light on this issue 

would be helpful so lower courts understand this Court did not mean 

to suggest that an officer can always extend a traffic stop.  On the 

other hand, if this Court’s interpretation of Wright and Floyd is that 

officers may always extend a traffic stop, this Court may wish to 

revisit the issue to avoid unintended consequences.  

 

 First, the law would essentially eviscerate previously case law 

that “An expansion in the scope of the inquiry, when accompanied by 

an extension of time longer than would have been needed for the 

original stop, must be supported by reasonable suspicion.”  State v. 

Hogan, 2015 WI 76, P35, 364 Wis.2d 167, 868 N.W.2d 124.  Had the 

officer followed this rule in Brown’s case, the officer would have 

simply issued the warning citation, the purpose of the stop would be 

completed, and there would have been reasonable suspicion to extend 

the stop. 

 

 Second, by Floyd and Wright taking general statements from 

Rodriguez, and reaching a conclusion that an officer may always 

remove and search an individual during a traffic stop since safety is 

the part of the “mission” of every minor traffic stop, this Court would 

essentially be creating new precedent. State v. Wright, 2019 WI 45, 

P8-9, 11, 25-27 (citing Rodriguez, 135 S.Ct. at 1616); State v. Floyd, 

2017 WI 78 at P28.  Ultimately, officers will begin to order all 

occupants, regardless how petty the offense, out of the vehicle, order 

them to put their hands behind their back, and then conduct a search 

on said person.  Such law would be truly concerning.  

   

Considering the above, it appears a review of this issue would 

help develop, clarify, or harmonize the law.   
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CONCLUSION 

 

For the foregoing reasons, the defense respectfully requests this 

Court grant the petition for review. 

 

 

 

July 3, 2019 

 

Signed: 

     ___________________________ 

TIMOTHY O’CONNELL 

     Attorney 

     State Bar No. 1063957 

     O’Connell Law Office 

     403 S. Jefferson St. 

     Green Bay, WI  54301 

     920-360-1811 

Attorney for Defendant-Appellant 
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